
 

 

 

RIVER PRIZE PARTNERS 

WHY PARTNER? 

Sponsoring the UK River Prize is a great opportunity to be 
part of a prestigious event and an enduring legacy which 
celebrates best practice river restoration and management. 
As a sponsor you will be aligned with successful, 
innovative and cutting-edge projects from across the UK. 
The UK River Prize gives organisations further confidence 
and backing to go on and achieve greater success. Sponsors 
will also receive exposure and publicity through UK River 
Prize announcements which are sent to 3,000 email 
contacts and 4,000 social media followers as well as TV, 
radio and news updates. Don’t miss out on this chance to 
be involved! 
 

RIVER PRIZE PARTNERING OPTIONS 

Current list of benefits 

£5,000 – River Prize Finalist Partner [Only four available] 

Formally linked to one of the Finalists 

 Awards dinner – Presenting your partnered Finalist (max. 3 mins – why you are 
partnering the UK River Prize and introduce the project & film). 

 Priority corporate table at the Awards Dinner.  Complementary 10 dinner places * 

 Stage-side Pop up banner displayed during the conference dinner and river prize 
awards. 

 

Promotional material 

 Featured Partner with Finalist on the image slider on the RRC Homepage after the 
River Prize Finalists announcements in Early March. 

 Author of the partnered Finalist project report as feature in the RRC bulletin, within 
that year. 

 Corporate supporting quote in promotional material, press releases, etc. 

 Colour advert in the RRC conference handbook River Prize section. 
 

Corporate ‘Finalist Partner’ Logo 

 RRC email footers and RRC website. 

 River prize promotional material. 

 Slides used during the river prize ceremony. 

 River prize pages of the handbook. 

 Partnered finalist feature page 
 
 

 

Current Partners: 



£2,000 – River Prize Partner [Available] 

 Corporate 10 seater table at the River Prize awards dinner. 

 Two complementary places at the awards dinner (remaining 8 to be paid for if 
corporate table option accepted). 

 Side location Pop up banner displayed during the conference dinner and river prize 
awards. 

Promotional material 

 Acknowledged Partner on the image slider on the RRC Homepage during the days 
around the big River Prize announcements (Finalists announcement and River Prize 
awards dinner). 

 Colour Partner advert in the RRC conference handbook River Prize section. 
 

Corporate ‘Partner’ Logo 

 RRC email footers and RRC website. 

 River prize promotional material. 

 Slides used during the river prize ceremony. 

 River prize page of the handbook. 
 

* Note - refunds will not be given for those seated at your table that already have their dinner 

covered as part of the RRC conference delegate fee. 

If you are interested in becoming a partner please email us at rrc@therrc.co.uk or call 01234 

752979 
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